
 Up to 30% discount on diving & accomodaon
 Delicious breakfast before diving
 Free pick-ups & drop-offs to the dive center
 Free massage and 1hr surf board rental with every package







Private Room inc Aircon 

Double Room inc Aircon 
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take off  300 mt per  350
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SCUBA REVIEW, POOL
& 3 DIVES 21,010mt 33,740mt
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The  SSI  Deep and Nitrox  speciality  combo is a  refreshing alternative to the
traditional advanced open water license. Instead of focusing on the theoretical
side of diving, the  aim  of  this  course  is  to  give  you  hands on  experience. 
You complete 4 dives to  depths of up to 40 meters, all the  while  using  nitrox 
to  extend  your  amount  of  time  beneath the waves. Upon completion of this 
license, you will be certified  to dive every recreational dive site on the  planet!

This is the first step on the ladder within diving, and once complete you will be 
licensed to dive anywhere on the planet to depths up to 18mtrs. Upon booking,
you will be sent your SSI Open Water e-manual which is downloaded  to  your 
phone to be completed before you begin the practical side of the course. Once
done, we spend the first day honing your diving skills in the swimming pool  so
you will be  feeling  completely  confident for your  4  open water dives  on  the 
stunning reefs thatstunning reefs that Tofo has to offer.  The  course usually takes 3 days and will 
leave  you  certified  to dive  up  to  18  meters  deep  for  the  rest of  your life! 

Go from zero to hero with our Open Water / Advanced combo package!  In just
5-6 days you will go from taking your very first breaths underwater  to  learning
how to manage underwater currents whilst interacting harmoniously with Tofo’s 
flagship megafauna species such as Manta Rays and Sharks. You will end your
stay with a license to dive up to 40 meters deep and using Enriched  Air  Nitrox.

ADVANCED COURSE
40mtr DEEP + NITROX
3 NIGHTS

OPEN WATER COURSE
DEEP AND NITROX 
ADVANCED COMBO
6 NIGHTS

34,310mt
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60,340mt





If diving with your own equipment (BCD & REG) please take 
350mt off per dive

deposit via Paypal, Revolut or Wise is required to secure booking. 

If staying in a room with no aircon please take of 600mt per night.

Packages include a 30 minute free massage, courtesy of our 
on-site spa as well as 1 hr free surf board rental.

Price excludes government tax issued by Maritime of 300mt
charged per week for all divers.




